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Abstract

Evaluating the complexity of an engineered system is challenging for any organization,

even more so when operating in a System-of-Systems (SoS) context. Here, we analyze

one particular decision support tool as an illustratory case study. This tool has been

used for several years by Thales Group to evaluate system complexity across a variety

of industrial engineering projects. The case study is informed by analysis of semistruc-

tured interviewswith systemsengineeringexpertswithin theThalesGroup. This analy-

sis reveals a number of positive and negative aspects of (i) the tool itself and (ii) theway

in which the tool is embedded operationally within the wider organization. While the

first set of issuesmay be solved bymaking improvements to the tool itself, informed by

further comparative analysis and growing literature on complexity evaluation, the sec-

ond “embedding challenge” is distinct, seemingly receiving less attention in the litera-

ture. In this paper, we focus on addressing this embedding challenge, by introducing a

complexity evaluation framework, designedaccording toa set of principlesderived from

the case study analysis; namely that any effective complexity evaluation activity should

feature collaborative effort toward building an evaluation informed by a shared under-

standing of contextually relevant complexity factors, iterative (re-)evaluation over the

course of a project, and progressive refinement of the complexity evaluation tools and

processes themselves through linking project evaluations to project outcomes via a

wider organizational learning cycle. The paper concludes by considering next steps

including the challenge of assuring that such a framework is being implemented effec-

tively.

KEYWORDS

complexity science, project planning/assessment/control, risk and opportunity management

1 INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, organizations are confronted with the challenge of engi-

neering a complex System-of-Systems (SoS), or engineering a sys-

tem that operates in a complex SoS context.1–5 System complexity

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original work is properly cited.

© 2020 The Authors. Systems Engineering published byWiley Periodicals LLC

poses several challenges to such organizations as complex systems

are generally made up of a large number of diverse subsystems and

components, interconnected and interdependent via different kinds

of nonlinear relationship, which can lead to difficulty in predicting

overall system behavior and performance.6–9 In the context of SoS
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engineering, organizations face a compounding challenge of engineer-

ing systems that operate in conjunction with other diverse systems,

often with some level of autonomy and emergent capabilities.10–13

SoS engineering also confronts a broad scope of nontechnical chal-

lenges including politicinssal, economical, social, legislative, and envi-

ronmental considerations.10–12,14–20 In such contexts, complexity also

presents management challenges that must be overcome in order to

successfully navigate the delivery of such systems.21–23 Further, sev-

eral systems engineering contexts confront additional domain-specific

challenges, for example,workingwithnovel and cutting-edge technolo-

gies in the defense and space domains,24 or having to meet exacting

certification demands in the aerospace and healthcare domains.25–28

Organizations wishing to successfully engineer such systems may

find themselves having to make several difficult technical and opera-

tional decisions at the start of the defined system life cycle, such as: Do

wewish to bid on a “Request for Proposal”? If we do, howmuch risk are

we exposing ourselves to? If we go on to design, deliver, and qualify the

solution, how can we be confident that we have engineered the right

system, and engineered the system right? In answering such questions,

one important consideration for organizations may be to evaluate the

complexity of their candidate systems, and assess the implications of

this complexity for understanding29 a System of Interest (SoI) and or

in realizing it.6,16,30 Organizations may rely on guidelines, instructions,

and decision support tools to help inform this type of evaluation. Here,

one particular industrial complexity evaluation decision support tool is

reviewed as an illustratory case study in order to identify challenges

for SoS complexity evaluation throughout a development life cycle.

In this paper, we are particularly interested in distinguishing between

the challenges involved in designing an effective tool, and the related

challenges involved in operationally embedding this tool such that it is

effective within an organization.

The paper is structured as follows: First, the literature related to

challenges in systemcomplexity evaluation is reviewed. Then, an indus-

trial complexity evaluation decision support tool employed within the

Thales Group is introduced as an exemplar of current industrial prac-

tice with respect to complexity evaluation. The paper then details

the methodology employed for the semistructured qualitative inter-

views conducted with experts between March 2019 and Septem-

ber 2019 at various Thales Group locations within Europe and span-

ning multiple domains. From the results of the qualitative interviews,

we identify positive and negative features of the (i) the tool itself

and (ii) the way in which the tool is operationally embedded within

the organization. From this analysis we derive foundational princi-

ples for a complexity evaluation framework within which any com-

plexity evaluation tool can be embedded. Further work is identified to

refine and eventually validate the framework before conclusions are

drawn.

The purpose of this paper is twofold: (i) distinguish the different hur-

dles facing organizations hoping to successfully evaluate system com-

plexity, so that they can enter into such a process with “eyes open,”

and (ii) advance the development, refinement, and validation of a holis-

tic SoS complexity evaluation framework that deals explicitly with the

“embedding challenge.” The primary research question addressed by

this research is therefore: “How should organizations embed complex-

ity evaluation tools in order to derive benefits from system complexity

evaluation and understand these benefits?”

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Increases in the complexity of an engineered system may have chal-

lenging consequences that include increases in the system’s life

cycle costs and increased difficulty in repairing and maintaining the

system.31 Evaluating the complexity of a system can usefully inform

decision management and risk management processes throughout a

system life cycle, and contribute to architecture evaluation and system

analysis processes.26 However, a significant challenge for those wish-

ing to evaluate system complexity, and one that persists despite con-

siderable research effort, is finding a single, agreed definition of system

complexity.6,7,30–35

There are a range of perspectives on the term,8 with some

researchers arguing that engineering efforts should be concerned, pri-

marily,with structural complexity36–38 (see also descriptive complexity39),

while others emphasize dynamic complexity,40,41 or sociopolitical

complexity.42 The relationships between these types of complexity is

described by Sheard andMostashari.8

For a systems engineer or architect, structural complexity can quan-

tify the complexity of a system or product architecture.36–38 In such

approaches, the structural complexity of an architecture depends on

the heterogeneity and quantity of different architectural elements and

their connectivity. The structural complexitymetric (Equation 1,where

C represents structural complexity) includes three terms: C1 repre-

sents “component complexity,” which is the sumof complexities of indi-

vidual components; C2 represents the total number of pair-wise inter-

faces and is pertinent to interfacedesignactivity; andC3 represents the

topological complexity of the architecture and is pertinent to systems

integration activity. The terms in the expanded structural complexity

metric (Equation 2) are defined in more detail in Refs. 36–38 and rely

on adjacencymatrices to represent the architecture (e.g., design struc-

turematrices [DSMs]) to quantify the number of components (n) in the

system and the connectivity between them.

C = C1 + C2C3, (1)

C =

n∑
i=1

𝛼i +

[
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

𝛽ijAij

]
𝛾E(A), (2)

whereAij captures the connectivity betweenelements i and j, and inter-

face complexity (𝛽ij) depends on the complexities of the pair-wise inter-

facing components (𝛼i and 𝛼i) and a coefficient characteristic of the

interface type (fij):

𝛽ij = fij𝛼i𝛼j , (3)
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where 𝛼i ,𝛼j ≠ 0 and 𝛾 =
1

n
and E(A) =

∑n
i=1 𝜎i, where 𝜎i represents ith

singular value.

However, care must be taken with such an approach as “the map

is not the territory.” While an adjacency matrix is certainly a useful

representation of an engineered system for systems engineers, the

complexity of this representation is not necessarily the complexity of

the system itself.43,44 Further, the constituent terms of Equation (1)

themselves rely on estimations, impacting on the objectiveness of the

quantification; for example, C1 =
∑n

i=1 𝛼i, where n is the number of

components in the system and 𝛼i is the complexity of the components,

suggested to be estimated using judgments of technology readiness

levels, which have their own limitations and challenges.45

Further, the implication of the proposed structural complexity met-

ric is that a distributed architecture is inherently more complex than

a centralized architecture. When measured in terms of the number of

different system components and how connected these components

are, such an implication makes sense. However, by not considering

the behavior of the system, systems architects and engineers may be

neglecting vital information in their evaluation of candidate architec-

tures.

A complementary approach is to evaluate the “dynamic complexity”

of a system, which principally concerns evaluating the amount of dif-

ficulty in predicting a system’s behavior.41 In such an approach, three

elementsdetermine theoverall behavioral complexityof anengineered

system: the system being observed, the capabilities of the observer,

and the behavior the observer is attempting to predict. Behavioral

complexity41 at time t is then:

Ct =
l∑

i=1

− ln(1 − pbi), (4)

where (1 − pbi) is the estimate probability of failing to correctly pre-

dict behavior. By including confidence intervals such an approach

includes consideration of the capabilities of the observer. While such

an approach can include considerations of behavior relating to mission

performance (e.g., component failures) and the wider system context

(e.g., technology supportability), there is a challenge for systems engi-

neers in not only determining which aspects are particularly impor-

tant for evaluation, but also fundamentally in the reliance on subjec-

tive judgments of probabilities relating to all three of these elements

(the system itself, the behavior of the system, and the capabilities of

the observer). Further, by this definition of dynamic complexity, as sys-

tems become more dynamically complex, it necessitates a reduction in

the confidence and accuracy of estimating this property.

While evaluating structural or dynamic complexity is nonetheless

likely to be a useful approach for system architects and can provide

important insights during system design and system analysis, to what

extent can such approaches usefully inform other activities in a life

cycle, for example, prebid/bid activity, or support evaluations of can-

didate projects, stakeholder, and operational contexts?

Contrast these two quantifiable perspectives on system complexity,

“structural complexity” and “dynamic complexity,” with “socio-political

complexity,” which emphasizes the effect of people on the complexity

of a system.42 This includes competing perceptions of how complex a

system is due to the multiple diverse viewpoints of the system and the

wider context by stakeholders. It also includes the behaviors of people,

agents, or the system in relation to these, and thedifficulty inpredicting

outcomes based on inputs when contrasted with simple systems. How

can this kind of complexity be measured or quantified? While one can

count the number of different stakeholders (or types of different stake-

holders), or estimate metrics such as the degree to which stakeholders

are aligned in their perceptions, a challenge remains for organizations

tomake sense of this subjective, contested property.

Further, how is a complex system distinguished from a complicated

system? Some argue a complicated system is one that “one can model

and predict outcomes in a way that cannot be done with a complex

system,”5 while others, also recognizing emergent behavior as a distin-

guishing feature, instead emphasize the distinction in terms of how dif-

ficult a system is to understand or successfully realize, stressing that

complexity is observer dependent.16

For amore extensive review of the range of definitions, descriptions

of distinguishing characteristics of complexity, and the challenges they

present, the interested reader is directed to Refs. 34, 35, 46. For a his-

tory of recent complexity theory development and implications for sys-

tems engineers, the reader is directed to the opening two chapters of

Refs. 5.

For organizations wishing to evaluate system complexity, this myr-

iad of definitions suggests that system complexity is dependent on per-

spective, on which aspects of a system are deemed important and for

what reasons. For example, is system complexity considered from the

perspective of “the system being observed,” “the capabilities of the

observer,” or “the behavior the observer is attempting to predict.”41

Or is the complexity of a system considered in terms of how difficult

the system is to comprehend (“cognitive complexity”) or how difficult

the behavior of the system is to predict (“behavioral complexity”).47,48

A further challenge for systems engineering practitioners is that such

clear-cut distinctions in perspective are difficult tomaintain in practice

as these concepts may overlap. For example, is the difficulty in predict-

ing the behavior of an autonomous system dependent on the observer

of the system or an intrinsic property of the system?

Moreover, what counts as a reasonable approach to defining system

complexity depends on what type of SoI is being considered; is it lim-

ited to the technical system(s) being developed and deployed, or does it

also include the wider sociotechnical system involved in developing and

deploying the technical systems?29,49 Does an organization evaluate

the technical system to be developed or the project to realize the techni-

cal system?50–52 Does it include the processes of utilizing the system

once deployed or the user’s perceptions of how complex the system

is (e.g., how familiar users of the system are with important features

of the system)?53–55 What is the boundary of the SoI; is it the physi-

cal context of the implemented system or does it also include themore

extended strategic/business context?56,57 A complication for organi-

zations engaged in system complexity evaluation is that these con-

cepts may in fact be interrelated and Sheard provides a useful chart

showing how a large number of complexity concepts relate to systems

engineering activity (SEA) and to each other (the Systems Engineering
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Complexity Contexts [SECC]).7 In the context of SoS engineering,

opaque “authorities” and managerial and operational independence

of constituent systems, create a compounding confusion on the per-

spective challenge identified here.26,34,58 Again, clear-cut distinctions

between different perspective on SoS complexity are difficult to main-

tain, exemplified in the overlapping “classifying dimensions” that dis-

criminatesbetween the “Complexity,” “Dynamicity,” and “Connectivity”

of an SoS but which are, in reality, interrelated terms.59

As a consequence, the development of unambiguous and reliable

measures of system complexity is a considerable challenge. Metrics

such as cyclomatic complexity60 and lines of code61 have been used

in software engineering to measure software complexity, and the

number and connectivity of physical system components and inter-

faces are used to measure the complexity of a product architecture

topology.32,36,62–65 However, developing metrics for a diverse sys-

tem as a whole remains a challenge.66 While “the number of difficult

requirements” and the amount of “cognitive fog” present in the project

and the “relationships among stakeholders”30 have been used as met-

rics of system complexity, accurately measuring and reporting them

remain nontrivial tasks.

The “Cynefin framework”67 from Snowden and Boone is often

used to categorize operational context into “simple,” “complicated,”

“chaotic,” “complex,” and “disordered.” Here, the assumption is that

simple and complicated contexts allow cause-and-effect relationships

to be known, whereas complex and chaotic contexts have no immedi-

ately apparent cause-and-effect relationships. The suggestion is that

different contexts have different characteristics and require different

approaches. However, while a necessary first step for an organization

is to acknowledge that their operational context is complex, the extent

to which the suggested guiding principles can usefully inform systems

engineeringmethodological approaches is not yet fully known.

Stevens56 goes further in categorizing engineered systems com-

plexity into the “system context,” the “strategic context,” the “imple-

mentation context,” and the “stakeholder context.” A complementary

view to Steven’s Profiler is providedby the SEAprofiler.68 The SEApro-

filer advocates for adapting SEA (typified as nine activities, e.g., anal-

ysis of alternatives, defining the system problem) based on the per-

ceived complexity, utilizing a sliding scale to help systems engineering

practitioners determine appropriate approaches for these activities.68

An aggregate assessment can also be considered across all nine typical

SEAs to help a team identify whether they should approach a problem

usingmore traditional systemsengineering approaches (e.g., emphasiz-

ing the establishment of system requirements and adapting to changes

contrasted with trying to predict future enterprise needs and empha-

sizing discovery of needed mission capabilities for complex systems

engineering). This profiler can be used by project teams to discuss and

check whether their approach to the engineering of a system seems

appropriate for the kind of challenges they are likely to face. While

these decision support tool (and theCynefin framework)may be useful

for complexity evaluation and characterizing the system or the project,

there remains a challenge in combining several perspectives, catego-

rizations, andmeasures into a coherent whole. Complexity assessment

tools and complexity categorization frameworks are discussed inmore

detail in Refs. 69, 70.

The “Complex Adaptive Systems Engineering (CASE)” methodology

provides guidance on additional activities that support the engineer-

ing of complex SEAs (originally a set of 8, later updated to 25 activi-

ties). These activities can collectively supplement, re-enforce, and re-

emphasize traditional activity, potentially contributing differentially

to tackling the kind of challenges that engineering complex systems

or SoS presents.71,72 Practitioners also have at their disposal “princi-

ples for complex systems engineering” (e.g., embrace political, oper-

ational, economic and technical aspects, nurture discussions, enforce

layered architecture), which provide additional useful mechanisms for

organizations to manage system complexity.22,73 Similarly, the “Com-

plexity Primer for Systems Engineers” suggests candidate approaches

to address complexity in the problem context or environment and to

address system complexity.6

Considering that no single perspective is likely to address all the

concerns of an organization and its stakeholders, it makes sense to

recognize that there is a complicated landscape of complexity defini-

tions and approaches.74–76 Indeed, the “Evolving toolbox for complex

project management” provides a rich guide to the various toolsets that

aid the successful realization of complex systems, including, inter alia,

the use of the aforementioned profilers and methodologies, cost esti-

mation, systems thinking, and the use of social network analysis.77.

Overall, while different toolsets and approaches continue to prolifer-

ate and evolve throughout the systems engineering literature, there is

value in pursuing empirical questions related to the effective deploy-

ment of these ideas in order to shed more light on relevant enablers

and obstacles to improved engineering practice.

3 THE THALES GROUP “COMPLEXITY
PROFILER”

Here, we introduce a version of the Thales Group proprietary “Com-

plexity Profiler,”78,79 a spreadsheet-based tool used by teams and indi-

viduals to evaluate the complexity of systems of interest and their

operational environments during prebid/bid stages and also through-

out a project, in support of technical governance actions.

The Thales Group “Complexity Profiler” was inspired by the work of

Stevens56 and developed by four senior experts within Thales Group,

each having around 30 years of experience in systems engineering. The

tool was introduced to encourage explicit evaluation of both technical

and nontechnical risk as a result of system complexity, particularly

early in a system life cycle (i.e., prebid, bid phase). It was intended to

support not only risk and opportunity identification and evaluation,

but also mitigation activity and to identify expertise and competency

requirements specific to a particular project. During development

of the tool, the system complexity factors, shown in Table 1, were

amended from those in the Stevens Profiler56 to be oriented toward

the supply and provision of systems as opposed to the acquisition

of systems.
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TABLE 1 Description of the complexity factors used in the Thales Group Complexity Profiler, ©Thales Group 2020

Complexity factor Description

Impact of environment on solution Impact of physical environment on the properties of the solution (which includes operational processes).

Operational concept stability Operational concept includes concept of operation, concept of use, and concept of employment. This factor

is intended to evaluate the stability and predictability of each concept (purpose, goals, mission, activity

objectives) along the solution life cycle (from solution conception to disposal).

User diversity Expected number of users and their role diversity.

External stakeholder involvement Level of confidence regarding stakeholder support during the execution of the contract.

Life cycle interlacing Number of system/solution life cycles possibly interlaced in a global Programme shared between several

contractors.

Systems engineering effort and

criticality

Level of innovation and criticality of engineered parts.

System behavior stability and

determinism

The ability to define systemmodes, system functions, system states and system performances, and to

predict their evolution according to well-definedmathematical laws.

Engineering organization Level of cooperation and subcontracting due to team size and number of organizational units.

The aim of the Complexity Profiler is to provide a “synthetic view

that assists a team in quantifying the complexity of a particular solu-

tion. The profile helps to frame the decisions and direction that a

bid/project has to take. Furthermore it helps to recognise the impor-

tant differences in difficulty of a project, providing ability to compare

the level of difficulty of one aspect of the project against another.”78

Using the tool is intended to guard against the risk that the organi-

zation underestimates the level of challenge inherent in developing

a particular system, and hence underestimates the resource require-

ments needed to successfully realize and deliver the system within

imposed constraints.

The Thales GroupComplexity Profiler is used across awide range of

systems covering the diverse portfolio of Thales Group solution offers,

including, but not limited to,Optronics systems, Command andControl

(C2) systems, radar systems, radio systems, etc. The user guide for the

Complexity Profiler states that “System” covers a system, equipment,

platform, product or service. And, that “Solution” covers “system” and

anyenabling “system”necessary to sustain the “system”of interest dur-

ing its life cycle. Systems engineering practitioners are likelywell aware

that every level of this hierarchy of systems can be complex. While the

emphasis of this paper is on the natures of challenges that SoS present,

as these kind of systems bring an additional layer of challenge, the find-

ings may nonetheless be useful for systems engineering practitioners

operating at other levels within such a hierarchy.

The profiling is performed in three stages: (i) assess the complexity

of the SoI using the factors detailed in Table 1, (ii) conduct action anal-

ysis to define an action plan tomanage complexity, and, finally, (iii) sup-

port effective decisions and implement action plans.

For each of the complexity factors detailed in Table 1, an inte-

ger score (1–4) is assigned corresponding to the level of difficulty

or risk that the SoI presents. This score is arrived at by discussions

within the project team, including the systems engineering manager,

project managers, senior managers, and engineering teams. The ratio-

nale behind each score should be recorded in the Complexity Pro-

filer as free text. Mitigating actions are then suggested by the Com-

plexity Profiler, which highlights particular cells containing advisory

text based on the value of the scores entered, each such action being

triggered by a simple “if, then” relationship conditioned on a sin-

gle complexity factor. Teams may identify other mitigating actions

in free text if they deem them suitable. The profiler’s complexity

factors, mitigating actions, and the mapping between them that it

employed, were developed using the collective experience of sev-

eral senior Thales personnel, including technical and nontechnical

personnel.

Depending on the resultant overall complexity of the SoI, the Com-

plexity Profiler will mandate that, as a minimum, teams discuss cer-

tain actions (e.g., a high score for “Impact of Environment on Solution”

willmandate that teamsdiscuss “Physical simulation (Mechanical, ther-

mal, EMC, etc)”; a high score for “User Diversity” will mandate that

teams discuss “Value & Cost analysis,” “Concept of Operation,” “Con-

cept of Employment,” and “Concept of Use”). However, actions sug-

gested by the Complexity Profiler are only mandated to be discussed.

The Complexity Profiler includes a section to annotate in free text

the identified risks and the proposed actions to mitigate them. Finally,

the team are expected to use the information they have captured to

support relevant decisions for the particular development phase the

team finds themselves in (prebid, bid, etc.) and to implement an agreed

action plan, perhaps launching dedicated investigations and interven-

tions in order to gain more knowledge about the SoI and its environ-

ment. As an example, consider a SoI at bid stage that scores highly

for “Operational Concept Stability” and “User Diversity.” As a result of

using the Complexity Profiler the project team decides to undertake a

dedicated work package to understand the operational complexity in

more detail to support their bid, such as conducting mission analysis

and producing or refining operational concept documents. As a further

example, consider a synthetic system for which a complexity profile

has been completed, shown in Figures 1 and 2. The complexity of this

synthetic system appears to be predominately nontechnical, with low

scores for “Impact of Environment on Solution” and “SystemBehaviour

Stability” but high scores for “External Stakeholder Involvement” and
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F IGURE 1 View of a completed complexity profile for a synthetic system demonstrating complexity, which appears to be predominately
nontechnical, suggesting care and attention should be focused on project management, contracting, and commercial arrangements

F IGURE 2 View of complexity factor scores for the same synthetic system as shown in Figure 1, taken from the Thales Group Complexity
Profiler, ©Thales Group 2020

“Solution life-cycle Interlacing” suggesting care and attention should

be focused on project management, contracting, and commercial

arrangements.

The integer scores assigned to the eight complexity factors in the

Complexity Profiler are manually entered into a separate decision

support tool. This separate tool considers nontechnical aspects of

project delivery and is used to determine the governance and report-

ing arrangements for a project, based on factors such as commercial,

financial, strategic, and technical risk, where technical risk is repre-

sented by the values from the Complexity Profiler. Thus, the scores

assigned in the Complexity Profiler also affect project governance and

reportingmechanisms.
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4 METHODOLOGY

Semistructured qualitative interviewswere undertaken in order to col-

lect information on complexity evaluationwithin Thales Group and the

utilization of the proprietary “Complexity Profiler”; exploring percep-

tions of its strengths and weaknesses, opportunities for improvement,

and challenges for its exploitation. A semistructured interview format

involves using a number of open and closed questions that provide

a formal structure. However, they also allow for further discourse as

required to establish a depth of understanding.

The target population was personnel with over 10 years experience

working in a systems engineering context within Thales Group who

have experience evaluating the complexity of systems. The sample

population is predominately systems engineering managers, systems

architects, and enterprise architects, although the roles and jobs they

undertake within Thales Group vary. The population was sampled

using theoretical sampling; individuals were chosen as those whowere

in the best position to provide answers that were well informed and

relevant. A sample sizewas not predetermined; instead, the interviews

were conducted until more than a minimum number (10) had been

carried out, and a saturation point was achieved, where no significant

new views were uncovered during the interviews. Interviewees were

also asked to nominate additional potential candidates as part of

the interview.

The interview protocol was approved by the University of Bristol

Ethics Committee onMarch 12, 2019 (application ID 81802). Intervie-

wees were invited via email with a standard message and were given

a participant information sheet. If participants agreed to participate, a

mutually convenient date, time, and location for the interviews were

arranged. Interviewees were given a participant consent form to read

and sign. The interviews were guided by 17 questions (Supplemen-

tal Material).The research was conducted within an action research

methodology,80,81 in line with a systems thinking approach.76,82

A total of 16 interviews were conducted, with two additional pre-

liminary pilot interviews. The pilot interviews were conducted to test

and adjust the interview methodology, data from the pilot interviews

are not reported here. The interviews took place between March

2019 and September 2019 at various Thales Group locations within

the United Kingdom and France, representing multiple business units

within the Group.

The interviews were audio recorded, and were then transcribed.

A thematic analysis was conducted on the interview transcripts.83,84

First, key messages were codified in a deductive way as contributions

to the research question on the utility of complexity evaluation within

Thales Group. The resultant codes were then refined to remove dupli-

cation and emphasize important messages. In the results section, we

report the main findings and provide a reference to textual excerpts to

support the findings where appropriate.

The documentation supporting this research: Introductory email,

participant information sheet, participant consent form, interview

questions, anonymized biography of participants, textual excerpts, are

published as open data and can be accessed from Ref. 85. The analy-

sis that follows signposts the reader to the relevant section of the tex-

tual excerpts documents by directing them to a specific section (A– K)

in that document.

5 RESULTS

The pertinent findings of the interviews are presented under two sub-

headings; (i) the tool itself (the Thales Group “Complexity Profiler”)

and (ii) the tool’s embedding. From this analysis, key features of a com-

plexity evaluation framework are derived within which any complexity

evaluation tool might be embedded operationally.

5.1 The tool itself

5.1.1 Positives

Respondents generally found the “Complexity Profiler” easy to use; “[I

wanted to ask you when you have used the Complexity Profiler, how

easy is it to use overall?] It’s not too difficult, I think. I find it relatively

easy.” [IF]. “[...Suggesting that it is quite an easy to use tool?] To me it is,

yes.” [IP]. “[In your opinion, how easy is the Complexity Profiler to use

overall?] Yeah, pretty easy. [And the outputs are easy to understand?]

Yeah, I quite like the type of polar plot. I’ve used that technique in quite

a number of ways to describe risk and maturity levels of systems, so

I think it’s quite a neat way of capturing it.” [IK]. Interviewees gener-

ally reported that the eight “complexity factors”were relevant andeasy

to understand (Section A), but were not exhaustive and were open to

interpretation, points that are elaborated on later.

Further, several respondents claimed the “Complexity Profiler” is

useful to them fordifferent reasons; for some itwasuseful for surfacing

risks thatmayotherwise beunnoticed (SectionB), for others it could be

useful for justifying project resources to mitigate identified risks (Sec-

tion C), while others claimed it aided communication between tech-

nical and nontechnical personnel (Section D). Others suggested using

the “Complexity Profiler” helped to demonstrate that a project team

had considered the complexity of a candidate system prior to project

reviews (Section E).

Below is an extract from an interview (IH), reporting that the most

important feature of the “Complexity Profiler” was the identification

of risk areas, which they felt was done well, with an acknowledgment

that the toolwill notmanage risk for an organization on its ownwithout

further effort frompersonnel but that itwill helpwith the identification

of risk.

If you recognise system complexity, and that’s the key in

mostmanagement, if you knowwhat you’ve got toman-

age, it’s one thing. That’s not to say even when you’ve

identified, it’s not necessarily easy to manage but if you

haven’t identified the complexity in the first place, then

frankly you’ve got nohope. So, the absolute key is you’ve

got to identify the complexity, you’ve got to identify

the risk areas. You’ve got to identify where you need
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to focus effort and then you can focus on managing

those risks and as a program director, or [REDACTED]

engineering manager, you can then look to what sort of

team or what sort of resource or service you’re going

to need to – or what artefacts, you’re going to need to

develop, or expertise you’re going to need to bring in to

help develop those things. If complexity profiler points

to youneedhigh riskon theCONOPS [ConceptofOper-

ations] you’re going to need to get in then, some users.

It’s pointless going on with glorious isolation without

consulting any users, for example. It absolutely helps

identifying it. It’s not going to do the managing for you

though.

Below is an extract from an interview (IE), where the “Complexity

Profiler” has proven to be useful to justify resources in a project to con-

duct system modeling and simulation activity to de-risk the systems

development project.

It’s quite often useful certainly for doing system mod-

elling – solution modelling – quite often the business

will ask – ‘cause it can be quite time consuming to do

a modelling activity – creating models in Enterprise

Architect or something and following through. The jus-

tification sometimes is yes, but we’ve already demon-

strated to you there’s high complexity in this area,

therefore the justification for doing the modelling is to

address that complexity. If you don’t have that, then

they can push back and say, “Why do you need to spend

all this time doing systemmodelling?”

When discussing the use of the “Complexity Profiler” to aid commu-

nication, a participant reported the following; “[What about communi-

cating about system complexity? Does the complexity profiler help you

communicate about system complexity?] Yeah, so I think that’s proba-

bly something that it does do reasonably well because at the end of it

there is a way of describing to the stakeholders of you of how complex

we think the job is that we’ve got. That’s the bit I think where it does

have its use.” The interview went on to discuss the role the “Complex-

ity Profiler” plays in aiding communication of risk, from the engineering

community to the nonengineering community.

[What’s the current value, and what do you think it

could be?] I think the current value is limited as a com-

munication tool from the engineering community to the

non-engineering community... most people should be

able to look at that and then say, ‘Oh, look, everything

is on the outer of the wheel,’ or, ‘Everything’s on the

inner of the wheel.’ But I think the last half an hour has

made me think about what the value really could be of

it in enabling us to really put complexity at the heart

of risk management and therefore, now we’re talking

about technical riskmanagement, wherewe quite often

think about it as a project management tool. The other

thing that it could do is drive us to think about integra-

tion early. Thales doesn’t have a strong culture of inte-

gration. We put systems together, but thinking about

integration as a skill, as a capability, as a thing about

everything that we do, this could perhaps help us to

drive there. Either a really simple approach to integra-

tion and it’s early, little and often. If you could use this

tool to help us drivewhich thingswe’re doing early, how

we chunk up our complexity to do the integration often

– so what are the little bits, and how are we gonna do it

–we could use it to drive an integration planwith strong

links to our risk and opportunity plan, and now we’re

managing through complexity throughout the life cycle

of a programme.

5.1.2 Negatives

Respondents identified several practical challenges and limitations

that hinder the effectiveness of the tool. In evaluating a limited num-

ber of poorly defined, subjective properties on a crude numerical scale

the Complexity Profiler masks the problems associated with measur-

ing a disputed property. Consider how two individuals, with an equiv-

alent amount of experience, might nevertheless draw on experiences

with different characters, resulting in assessments that vary yet are,

to first approximations, equally valid. Further, when evaluating a com-

plexity factor such as “User Diversity,” how does one characterize on a

single four-point scale the impact of small differences in several differ-

ent user profiles to significant differences in only a few different user

profiles. Or consider the different meaning that “User Diversity” may

have for individuals in the hardware domain contrasted with those in

the software domain. See Section H. Below is an extract from an inter-

view (IM) where this challenge is discussed.

[How easy do you feel these factors are to understand?]

You’re asking the question that you should never ask

in one sense because the minute you have a list of

things around engineering that you should measure,

every engineer will come up with a different view as to

what that list should be. As a list I don’t think it’s too

bad actually if I’m honest, but it wouldn’t be the list I’d

start off with. [Do you feel that this would have a dif-

ferent list?] Yeah. If you asked 20 engineers to come

up with the eight complexity factors that they would

use for assessment in a complexity profiler I think you

would find that those eightwould appear at some point,

or most of those eight. You might have to sort of make

a liberal interpretation of what the words that some-

body used as being the same or similar but I think you

woulddiscover another 10 that are not on that list prob-

ably, which then says is eight enough? is there some-

thingmissing that absolutely should be there?
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A compounding issue is that the profiler is not sensitive to interac-

tions between thedefinedproperties, evidenced in theprofiler’s simple

“if, then” mappings, each conditioning a suggested mitigating action on

a single complexity factor score. Trying to evaluate the impact of com-

plexity factors in this reductionistmannermaymiss compounding risks

arising from the interaction between factors. See Section I. and below

from an interview (IH) where this challenge is discussed. One recom-

mendation to alleviate this challenge is to include an explicit column

within the Thales Group “Complexity Profiler” that encourages consid-

eration of compounding risks and issues as a result of a combination of

system complexity factors. This issue is also applicable for other com-

plexity assessment tools surveyed in the literature such as the “SEA

Profiler”68 and Steven’s Profiler.56

A wider review of it may have elicited a perhaps big-

ger scaling of the mitigation actions. If not the nature

of the actions themselves, but as I say, rather than writ-

ing something off as oh yeah, it’ll take a couple of weeks

of effort to solve that, to implement that mitigation. It

might have been a more, hang on a minute, if you look

at the other dimensions of the complexity profile, when

actually how many stakeholders you’ve got to engage,

or how many different sites there are to engage with,

actually that’s not just an isolated thing, it’s the power

law effect of multiple dimensions of complexity really

made things harder to mitigate than you might other-

wise think. I think that’s something that doesn’t directly

come out of the complexity tool, directly. You have to

weave that in when you describe your mitigations.

While the interviewees generally suggested the current set of eight

complexity factors included in the Thales Group “Complexity Profiler”

to be a sufficient starting point, several other factors could also be

included. Someof these suggestions include; systems integration effort

[IH, IK], regulatory complexity (“The word integration doesn’t appear

anywhere in there. That and regulatory compliance I think are the two

thatwould, I guess, because the regulatory compliance on bothmy cur-

rent programme and a previous one did significantly drive the engi-

neering...”’ [IK], cyber security considerations [IM], and supply chain

considerations [IM]:

Increasingly we have to deal with flowing down com-

plex requirements to suppliers to supply something to

integrate into our systems, so we’re not only having

to manage the complexity of our own activities but

also manage the complexity of the things we flow down

to our suppliers to do for us and our ability to manage

our supply chain from a technical perspective not from

a pure procurement. . .perspective, is not so easy. I see

more and more complexity and problems coming from

the fact that we are a conductor of an orchestra rather

than the guys that play all the instruments and that is

not an easy. . .

Further, the literature surveyed additionally identified the follow-

ing potentially relevant system complexity factors that could be suit-

able additions to the Thales Group “Complexity Profiler”, for exam-

ple; “requirement difficulty,” “cognitive fog,” and “stable stakeholder

relationships,”30 structural complexity (the number, diversity and con-

nectivity of components, subsystems and systems alongside their

connectivity),36–38 “dynamic complexity” (the difficulty in predicting

behavior)41 difficulty conducting functional analysis and allocation,4

and technology maturity.45 The issue is also applicable for organi-

zations who make use of other complexity assessment tools sur-

veyed in the literature such as the “SEA Profiler”68 and Steven’s

Profiler.56

A previous study collected judgments from current systems engi-

neering practitioners on the relative and absolute importance of sev-

eral different system complexity factors identified that additional rel-

evant system complexity factors could include consideration of the

number and diversity of system interfaces and dependencies, nonfunc-

tional requirements, and “client/customer/user complexity (e.g., their

understanding of the system, novelty of the system to them, willing-

ness to accept change).”86 For the Thales Group “Complexity Profiler,”

this finding implicates that the complexity factors encoded in the tool

requiresupdating, preferably via a combinationof literature surveyand

a survey of experienced systems engineeringmanagers fromacross the

organization. However, care must be taken with the addition of more

system complexity factors to such tools to ensure that the factors are

adequately and unambiguously defined. Providing additional clarity on

the contested ontology of system complexity would be an additional

improvement. While academic literature can detangle the term com-

plexity from notions of complicatedness or volatility, the Thales Group

“Complexity Profiler” does not achieve the same clear-cut distinctions.

The lack of a consensus view within the systems engineering commu-

nity on the relative importance of different system complexity factors

causes an additional challenge. That systems engineers are not aligned

with each other on how important system complexity factors are, and

may not appreciate the extent or nature of these misalignments, may

hinder efforts to effectively identify, evaluate, and manage sources of

system complexity.86

Similarly, the limited number of complexity factors encoded in the

profiler also leaves specific SoS considerations as a blind spot. While

the SoS literature emphasizes autonomy, diversity, connectivity, and

emergence as distinguishing characteristics of an SoS,10,11,16,17,26,58,82

these characteristics are not explicitly evaluated in the Complexity

Profiler. Neither are the challenges presented by the autonomy, or

operational and managerial independence, of constituent systems,

which may result in a lack of common authority for the SoS, full con-

sideration of constituent system constraints, or end-to-end testing and

validation of the SoS.26,58 See Section I. Including these additional SoS

complexity factors appears to be a straightforward improvement for

the ThalesGroup “Complexity Profiler,” although caremust be taken to

ensure these are carefully described within the tool to avoid the afore-

mentioned challenge of ambiguous, subjective system complexity fac-

tors. These issues can be improved but a wider comparative piece of

research is needed in order to widen the scope to consider a set of
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similar evaluation tools and perform a full analysis and make

detailed recommendations.

5.2 The tool’s embedding

5.2.1 Positives

Participants felt that asking questions such as “how does the complex-

ity of a candidate system affect our methodologies, process and out-

comes?” or “what is the point of taking a complex systems perspective”

starts a deliberate act of thinking and discourse within the organiza-

tion. Without starting to ask these questions they would not have the

“Complexity Profiler” in place and would not be asking personnel to

consider certain issues relating to system complexity during systems

development activity. That many respondents found the “Complexity

Profiler” to be useful is a positive indicator, andwhile the tool is flawed,

it is encouraging that the organization has started this line of enquiry

and can make improvements in the future. It is a positive feature that

the organization has invested effort in understanding the impact of

complexity on their systems, given that many systems engineers have

not been systematically engaged in an evaluation activity like this as

part of their practice or training.86

5.2.2 Negatives

The Complexity Profiler takes an inherently “divide-and-conquer”

approach, where a single person is taskedwith completing a single pro-

file at a single point in time. The Complexity Profiler User Guide sug-

gests that a completed profile will provide a general understanding of

the complexity of the system. A more realistic outcome would instead

be that such a profile would convey a general understanding of the

complexity of the system as interpreted by an individual at a single point in

time during its development. Although the Profiler recommends work is

conducted collaboratively, in reality, the tool appears to be designed to

be completed by an individual and is not structured in away that allows

multiple perspectives to be captured or compared. This is evidenced by

the fact that the User Guide makes explicit that a single role is tasked

with filling in the action analysis and defining an action plan to manage

complexity, including securing resources and scheduling. Similarly, the

Profiler asks for the “name of the person responsible for the profiling

activity” to be recorded.

Given the varied definitions of complexity, system boundary, etc.,

that we have discussed earlier in the literature review, a collaborative

tool capable of representing and drawing together multiple perspec-

tives in a conversation to build shared understanding would be more

appropriate. See Section G. Below is an extract from an interview (IB)

where this challenge is articulated. A potential improvement for the

Thales Group “Complexity Profiler” would be to redesign the tool, and

supporting documentation, to encourage an initial collaborative activ-

ity that elicits and represents a discussion centered on different stake-

holder’s individual perspectives of how complex the SoI is. Similarly,

evaluations of the impact of these perspectives and the subsequent

suggestions formitigating actions should be captured in the tool along-

side the provenance of these discussions.

The issue with complexity profiler is it tends to be filled

in by the PDA [Project Design Authority] or the project

manager in some cases but it then becomes their per-

sonal perspective on where they think the complexity

is. Value from the complexity profiler comes when the

delivery team or the leadership team do it as a joint

effort in their ownway because then they get to discuss

when why they think the complexity is where it is and

how complex it actually becomes. So what it does is it

aligns people on the same baseline so you have a single

statement of truth from the complexity of a profile as

perceived by the delivery team as opposed to individ-

ual perspectives on complexity. . . [So who do you think

would tend to be filling in the complexity profiler?] It

would be done by the PDA or the project manager as

an individual.

Further, the Complexity Profiler is an inherently punctate, discrete

tool applied at a point in time but purporting to evaluate a system

overall (i.e., timelessly), with no reference to previous or subsequent

evaluations. As a project progresses, more information is likely to be

uncovered about the environment the system will operate in, about

other systems the SoI will interact with, etc., which may significantly

change the evaluation of complexity. Similarly, factors identified during

an early-stage evaluation could influence or steer subsequent evalua-

tions, ensuring that warning signs are attended to, for example. While

the Complexity User Guide suggests the Complexity Profiler should be

used at several stages of a system development process, the reality is

that any revision activity is discretionary and is likely to only focus on

that specific point in time. “[The complexity profiler user guide suggests

it should be used for our system lifecycle? Is this generally the case

in your experience?] I’ve never seen it used throughout lifecycle” [IL].

“What tends to happen is the complexity profiler is done once and then

left” [IE]. “[The complexity profiler suggests it should be used through-

out the system life cycle but you’re suggesting that that’s generally not

the case in your experience?] I think it tends to get looked at briefly

to see if it still makes sense. If I’m being honest, I don’t think it really

gets re-evaluated thoroughly in my experience” [IH]. Instead, an evalu-

ation of system complexity should, ideally, evolve alongside the project

it relates to by being revisited periodically, and a view should be taken

on the trajectoryof theseevaluations, rather than just considering each

isolated point along the way. It is not just the destination system that

should be assessed, or key waypoints, but the evolving project journey,

overall. See Section J.

Without a wider learning system, new, relevant aspects of complex-

ity may go unnoticed, and the process may not be tailored and adapted

to respect the role context plays in systemandproject outcomes,which

may in turn prevent the sharing of lessons and better practice across

different projects. Although the Complexity Profiler is completed as
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a standard part of executing design and engineering projects, and the

profiler itself mandates that certain mitigating actions are to be dis-

cussed, there is no process or structure to support the evolution of the

evaluation process or to connect evaluations with project outcomes,

either positive or negative. If an organization was to adopt a similar

approach to the Thales Group Complexity Profiler or other complex-

ity assessment tools, such as “SEA Profiler”68 or Steven’s Profiler56,

careful consideration must be given to how they are embedded. As

a consequence, the use of the such tools does not straightforwardly

result in improvements to the organization’s ability to make the most

effective decisions. While this approach could be reasonable in a con-

text where the system evaluation being attempted was grounded in a

mature and consensually agreed upon set of principles or theories (e.g.,

evaluating the load that a device could be expected to tolerate), this is

not currently the case for complexity and is unlikely to be the case for

the forseeable future. This is due to the diversity of systems, domains,

operating environments, contexts, etc., that system complexity evalua-

tion is undertakenwithin and the current relative lackofmaturity in the

underpinning theory.While software engineers have developed princi-

ples and measures for complexity evaluation,60,87 determining overall

principles and theories for the a diverse SoS as a whole remains a sig-

nificant challenge. See Section K.

Finally, the Complexity Profiler is a fire-and-forget system that sits

inside business processes rather than spanning them. The opportunity

for the tool to impact on the evolution of business processes would be

more effectively realized if it were embedded in a wider organizational

learning system. The lack of such a process with which to learn from

complexity evaluations was identified during an interview (IM):

That’s the thing with any of these systems, if you’re

really going to try and use them there should be some

element of calibration of howmuch their predictions at

the start are lined up with what you experienced at the

end. [Why do you think that calibration isn’t happen-

ing?] I think there’s a general. . . I think it’s just the fact

that projects on the whole are not good at doing that

retrospective lessons learnt at the end and if they do,

they tend to do it in a sort of very wordy what went

well,what didn’t gowell type sort of analysis rather than

something quantifiable. I may be wrong, maybe some-

one can find one or two examples but, inmy experience,

I have not seen somebody go back and say well now

we’ve done it where was it really complex, what did we

say at the beginning and what’s the difference? Maybe

there are some benefits in doing that and it maybe that

as I’ve said, the things that are really complex are things

that are not totally covered by the complexity profile in

the first place which could be part of the answer but I

don’t have enough evidence to say that it’s that or it’s

we did the complexity profiler, we completely under-

estimated how complex certain characteristics that the

complexity profiler provides were.

These issues are going to be relevant to any complexity evaluation

tool, nomatter howwell it solves thekindof challengesdescribed in the

previous list. Any tool will only be effective and valuable if it is embed-

ded effectively within the operation that is deploying it, as such there

is a need for a framework within which complexity evaluation tools

should reside.

6 FOUNDATIONS OF A COMPLEXITY
EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

While the analysis above centered on the positive and negative fea-

tures of the tool, here we use the analysis to derive several features

of an effective complexity evaluation framework. An effective com-

plexity evaluation framework should provide clarity on languagewhere

significant ambiguity is present, found both in the surveyed literature

and the case study. It should enable long-term organizational learn-

ing and should evolve as a result where necessary. It should dovetail

with good governance to ensure it is executed effectively as part of an

iterative, whole-life cycle approach. A multiperspective evaluation of

system complexity, and the risks that this complexity presents, should

be enabled and integrated. Mitigating strategies appropriate to these

risks should be mandated in support of organizational decision mak-

ing. A preliminary sketch of such a framework is provided in Figure 3.

The framework has objectives to: (i) promote discussions of the role of

system complexity,and (ii) facilitate shared understanding, in order to

(iii) provide enhanced decision support at every life cycle phase. Every

design principle of the complexity evaluation framework, Figure 3, is

informed by the earlier analysis.

By encouraging an evaluation of the complexity of the SoI, organiza-

tions can gain an additional insight intodecisions during pre-bid andbid

phases, such as “Do we wish to bid on a “Request for Proposal”? If we

do, how much risk are we exposing ourselves to?,” or to support anal-

ysis of alternatives, system architecture evaluation, and system design

evaluation. Further, the evaluation of system complexity may be useful

to help scale the level of effort required on operational concept devel-

opment or technical derisking activity such asmodeling and simulation.

For the purposes of this paper, a framework is defined as “a struc-

ture . . . that can be used as a tool to structure thinking, ensuring con-

sistency and completeness.” 88 A complexity evaluation framework

should define and support a standardized way to go about evalu-

ating system complexity within an organization, one that promotes

effective decision making, improves project outcomes, supports com-

munication between stakeholders (internal and external), and also

enhances an organization’s understanding of the evaluation process

itself, its strengths and weaknesses and its value or impact for the

organization.88 The benefit of such a framework is in ensuring that

relevant decision makers engage appropriately with considerations of

system complexity and can be shown to have so engaged. Further,

the cyclical exchange of information and collaboration promote under-

standing of the SoI, which can reduce errors caused by thewrong inter-

pretation of the system interfaces.Weargue thatwhile itmaybeuseful
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F IGURE 3 A preliminary complexity evaluation framework
comprising an inner, iterative cycle of sensemaking that will be
completedmultiple times over the course of a single project,
embeddedwithin an outer cycle of organizational learning that will be
completedmultiple times across successive projects. By defining the
sense-making as a collaborative and iterative process, the framework
avoids the challenges associated with the contested definition of
system complexity. By embedding complexity evaluation within a
wider learning cycle an organization can revisit or redefine the aspects
of the complexity that aremost pertinent to their contexts, enabling
lessons to be identified, learned and shared across system domains
and contexts. Organizations can thenmonitor the costs/benefits of
conducting complexity evaluation activity and understand how
evaluations relate to eventual project and system outcomes

to have proformas, decision support tools, user guides, and processes,

their valuewill be largely determined by their placewithin awider pro-

cess that ensures personnel interact with them appropriately. A frame-

work in this sense is essentially a way to make people stop and think in

a carefully structured way.89

6.1 Collaborative

The core of the framework is an emphasis on iteratively building a

shared understanding to handle the necessarily subjective, contested,

and evolving definitions of system complexity, system boundary, level

of abstraction, etc.8,49,56 Multiple perspectives need to be drawn

together and integrated in a collaborative manner in order to develop

an accurate and actionable view on the system and its realization

project. The need for multiple perspectives when evaluating the com-

plexity of an engineered system is also well advocated for in academic

literature.23 One mechanism in which personnel could achieve this is

through collaborating on completing and maintaining a “Complexity

Register,” which would require conversations that make explicit the

assumptions, rationale and perspectives of different stakeholders. The

emphasis on collaboration, iteration and shared understanding is a key

departure from the punctate nature of a decision support tool com-

pleted by a single author at a single point in time. Alternatively, the

Thales Group “Complexity Profiler” could be redesigned to promote

these kind of conversations and capture a greater level of detail from

discussions on the complexity of a SoI, the impact of this complexity

and potential mitigating actions. In doing so, an organization can begin

the process of evaluating system complexity without being hamstrung

by the limited number of poorly defined, subjective properties that cur-

rently hinder the “Complexity Profiler.”

Rather than employing a fixed set of complexity factors to be eval-

uated, the five-step evaluation process commences with a team col-

laborating on the identification of system complexity factors that are

relevant to the current context and domain. In evaluating the impact

of these contextually relevant complexity factors, and then communi-

cating the resultant shared understanding of their impact, an organiza-

tion stands a better chance of dealing with the ambiguity and opacity

of a term like system complexity. The lack of consensus on complexity

needs to be foregrounded and confronted explicitly by the framework,

rather than relying on a limited number of defined properties treated

in isolation. This approach also bakes in an assumption that complex-

ity is an operational concept that is likely to evolve. Rather than culmi-

nate in a set of advisory mitigating actions that must be discussed, the

planning and subsequent implementation of mitigations is designed to

inform (and be tracked by) the next cycle of complexity evaluation.

6.2 Iterative

Each of the five steps in the framework’s inner cycle could be prefixed

with “re-” to indicate that these steps are taken repeatedly: reidentify,

re-evaluate, etc. An evaluation of system complexity needs to evolve

alongside the project it relates to by being revisited periodically.More-

over, an organization should be concerned with monitoring the project

charged with developing an SoS, and it is only in applying the com-

plexity evaluation framework throughout a system development life

cycle that this can be achieved. The evidence from the case study sug-

gests that, despite the intention at the creation of the “Complexity Pro-

filer” tool that it should be used an iterative tool, the reality is that the

tool has largely become a “fire-and-forget” activity. While mandating

revisions to the “Complexity Profiler,” or other complexity assessment

tool in the case of other organizations, throughout an SoI life cycle

may encourage activity in this regard, organizations must acknowledge

potential reticence for this, as one respondent described feelings of

“process for the sake of process.” Instead, organizations may need to

establish a robust cost-benefit assessment, or value proposition, for

system complexity evaluation, which can be achieved through the final

design principle—the need for organizational learning.
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6.3 Progressive

Finally, complexity evaluation only has the potential to improve busi-

ness practices if it is embedded within a wider organizational learn-

ing cycle, depicted in the outer loop of the framework. Evaluations of

system complexity must be conducted in a contextually sensitive man-

ner otherwise collected evaluations are unlikely to be useful in sharing

lessons identified and better practice long term. In this way organiza-

tions can continually explore what aspects of complexity are pertinent

in their context, and how they impact system and project outcomes.73

It is during this broader activity of embedding complexity evaluations

in organizational activity that focus can turn to recording and ensur-

ing that the “stop and think” process is taking place effectively, and that

the framework is enabling consistency and completeness. By compar-

ing the trajectories of systemdevelopment projects; comparing the ini-

tial plan with later planning, the actual activities undertaken and the

eventually deployed systems, organizations candetermine if the frame-

work is helping to uncover, and subsequently mitigate, relevant com-

plexity factors. It is only in comparing the outcomes of organizational

decisions with the information available at the time the decisions were

taken, that an assessment can be made on the effectiveness of com-

plexity evaluation in terms of costs, benefits, impact, etc.

For Thales Group, a stronger linkage between system complex-

ity evaluations, project outcomes, and organizational learning may

have allowed new, contextually relevant system complexity factors to

emerge, including SoS considerations, that effect that compounding

risks and issues between system complexity factors have on projects,

and would encourage the collection of data to assess the efficacy of

system complexity factors and their predictive power for project out-

comes. In doing so, Thales Group could have a stronger cost–benefit

analysis or value proposition for their complexity evaluation activity,

promoting wider and more appropriate engagement with their propri-

etary tool.

While this framework requires deployment and operational valida-

tion, it takes the necessary first steps toward addressing the challenges

and opportunities that were derived from analysis of the case study

presentedhere. The intention is to provideuseful insights to practition-

ers who currently conduct complexity evaluation, or thosewhowish to

instigate their own evaluations, and to establish a frame within which

further academic analyses of the role of complexity in SoS engineering

can take place. The futurework section discusses further howprogress

may bemadewith this complexity evaluation framework.

7 DISCUSSION

There are several hurdles that tend to interfere with an organization’s

ability to realize the intended benefits of the Thales Group “Complex-

ity Profiler” or similar complexity assessment tools. These challenges

include into tool-specific problems that can be improved bymaking the

tool better (e.g., avoiding using a limited number of poorly defined cri-

teria rated against a crude scale, ensuring the tool is sensitive to com-

pounding risks and SoS considerations), and organizational embedding

challenges that must be addressed separately (e.g., avoiding a divide-

and-conquer approach to system complexity evaluation, and ensuring

that the tool itself is updated and integrated within a wider organiza-

tional learning cycle). Addressing the second set of challenges is not

a totally new idea, organizations will have been solving it in various

ways.However,more literature seems tobe concernedwith addressing

the first category of challenges, how to approach evaluation, etc., while

there seems to be less work on the second category of challenges con-

cerning how such tools are embedded. It is therefore valuable to draw

attention to addressing the second categoryof challenges as a research

question distinct from the question of how organizations define, mea-

sure and evaluate complexity.

While individual decision support tools, such as the Thales Group

“Complexity Profiler,” “Steven’s Profiler,”56 or the “SEA Profiler,”68

have the potential to be useful to organizations, they need to be

embedded within a wider framework in order to mitigate the chal-

lenges described here. Further, given the contested definition and sub-

jectivity of the term system complexity evidenced in the literature,

organizations need to think about system complexity in a more holis-

tic way. An instantiation of one such complexity evaluation frame-

work is introduced here. It seeks to achieve robust and effective

evaluations through the collaborative identification and evaluation of

contextually relevant system complexity factors, with continuous re-

evaluations encouraged and supported by a wider emphasis on organi-

zational learning. These design principles are well aligned, but not fully

mapped, with wider principles for the engineering of complex adaptive

systems.5,71

There are several challenges that remain for organizations wishing

to evaluate the complexity of their candidate systems. First, identifying

risks arising from the complexity of a system cannot be taken to mean

these risks have beenmanaged. Second, how can organizations ensure

their guiding tools, processes, and frameworks are engaged with in an

appropriate way. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, how can orga-

nizations be sure that the “stop and think” process is actually hap-

pening? Appropriate engagement with the Thales Group “Complexity

Profiler” was difficult for personnel engaging with the tool to ensure,

for example avoiding biases or even completing the “Complexity Pro-

filer” itself and the same challenges also apply for the framework pro-

posed here.

Evaluating the complexity of a candidate system should not be an

end in itself, rather, we argue that it must directly inform an organiza-

tion’s substantive decisionmaking. Complexity evaluationmust trigger

mitigating action to reduce the likelihood and/or impact of the iden-

tified complexity. While the proposed framework encourages organi-

zations to relate their evaluations to suitable mitigating actions and

eventual project outcomes, the challenge of implementing this should

not be underestimated. Additionally, given the apparent relationship

between system complexity evaluation and project risk, care must

be taken to ensure complexity evaluation activity is integrated with

an organization’s wider through-life Risk Management process.26,90

Organizations should also be cognizant that, while we have empha-

sized the treatment of risk here, consideration should also explicitly

include the treatment of opportunities.91. As others have suggested: “In
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complex (enterprise) environments like that of an SoS, it is better to

have an opportunity exploration mindset as opposed to a risk mitiga-

tionmindset.”23

Aligning system complexity evaluation within a broader suite of

organizational decision management processes is a further challenge

as such evaluations are only one aspect of these processes, whether

at the concept or development stages of a life cycle.26 Various other

factors also need to be considered such as, inter alia, strategic direc-

tion, technology roadmaps, development strategy, risk exposure, etc.

Ensuring that system complexity evaluation is complementary to other

existing system analyses remains a further challenge for organizations.

The relationship between system complexity and the type of system

is a compounding challenge for organizations designing and develop-

ing diverse systems; the kind of risks and issues presented by the com-

plexity of an autonomous system are different to the kind of risks

and issues presented by the development of a state-of-the-art thermal

imaging system.

There are some methodological limitations of the study. The case

study reported here is specific to one organization and could be use-

fully augmented by more empirical studies of complexity evaluation in

situ. Similarly, the sample of interviewees was drawn from one organi-

zation and may not be representative of a wider array of organizations

facing the challenge of evaluating system complexity. Further, the num-

ber of participants interviewed (n = 16) is low considering the num-

berof senior systemsengineeringmanagerswithinThalesGroup, along

with the size and global footprint of the Group.

Ideally, organizations would have strong empirical evidence of the

efficacy of the relevant system complexity factors as predictors of

system realization project outcomes. While other studies have iden-

tified some system complexity factors that have a significant impact

on generally desirable project outcomes,30 the same kind of inves-

tigation has not yet begun within Thales Group to understand the

impact of the eight factors in their “Complexity Profiler.” While future

research projects can examine this, there is a considerable method-

ological challenge in securing accurate data to confidently assess the

predictive power of these factors in project outcomes given, inter alia,

the long time horizon projects, the multitude of other variables that

affect project outcomes, and that even if statistically significant cor-

relations are found between project outcomes and system complex-

ity factors, these relationships do not infer causation. Nonetheless, the

success of similar previous studies in this direction suggest a positive

outlook for future investigations.

8 FUTURE WORK

In order to further refine the proposed framework, principles for sys-

tem complexity evaluation need to be developed in order to deal

with, inter alia, SoS-specific considerations, life cycle tailoring, defin-

ing complexity within and between the contexts of different individual

business units, providing clarity on terminology and governance. The

problem structuring methods associated with Soft Systems Method-

ology (SSM) appear to be particularly well suited to developing these

strands of future work.89 An SSM investigation would aid understand-

ing of the human activity system that undertakes complexity evalu-

ation within an organization in more detail and would identify and

inform the implementation of desirable and feasible improvements to

the framework. Such an investigation may also offer insight into how

the framework canbeassured, that is, howanorganization couldestab-

lish confidence that the framework is being implemented effectively.

With a mature framework specified, attention could turn to deploy-

ing it within organizations in order to further refine, and eventually

validate it.

Oneway tomobilize the complexity evaluation framework is to cre-

ate a “Complexity Register” with which to support the collaborative

identification of contextually relevant complexity factors and provide

a store of data supporting system complexity evaluation. Developing

such a tool, alongwith guidance for users, prompts to support complex-

ity evaluation, and ensuring integration with other engineering man-

agement artifacts and risk management processes remains as further

work. Such a mobilization would also require deployment and even-

tual validation.

Empirical evidence should be sought to determine if the expected

value of conducting system complexity evaluation throughout a life

cycle can be realized and at what cost. While gathering empirical data

to support this is fraught with challenges, it is necessary in order to

demonstrate the utility of system complexity evaluation.

9 CONCLUSION

Despite efforts by scholars and practitioners to provide clarity on

the term “system complexity,” the term is still loaded with ambiguity

and opacity, making any efforts to implement tools and processes for

SoS complexity evaluation challenging. One particular tool is evalu-

ated here informed by semistructured interviews with senior person-

nel within Thales Group.

While organizationsmay use such decision support tools to aid com-

plexity evaluation, we argue that such tools may not deliver value

unless they are embedded within an appropriate complexity evalua-

tion framework. Such a framework must support structured thinking

that respects the organizational context within which complexity eval-

uation sits.

A preliminary framework is introduced here, combining the three

key features derived from analysis of the use case explored in this

paper: being collaborative, iterative, and progressive. It is centered on

an iterative five-step complexity evaluation process (identification of

system complexity factors, collaborative evaluation of their impact,

communication of the resultant shared understanding, planning mit-

igations, and implementing these mitigations) embedded within a

larger organizational learning cycle that interrogates and progres-

sively improves the process of complexity evaluation and monitors its

net benefit.

Notwithstanding the significant challenges that currently exist, if

organizations can establish the utility of complexity evaluation in this

fashion, they stand to gain, at the very least, a greater awareness of
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likely risks for their SoSdevelopment projects, and,moreoptimistically,

may articulate new accurate predictors of project outcomes.
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